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wind towers (or Baud-Geers) for natural
and design conditions, the new desi¡jn

s. It can also cgol the air ev¿poratively

results.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wind towers or wind catchers, or Baud'Geers

(as they are called in Persian), have been used in

direclions. Figure 1 shows the cross section of a

typical Baud-Gèer which has four opertings on top

tð accommodate wind in all directions' The airfìow

passages in the tower may have equal oE different
(as in Fig. l) areas.

The air entering the tower at opening l, or the

windward opening with positive wind pressure

coefhcient, leaves through'any opening (connected

tô point 1) which hàs a pressure coefiicient smaller

than that at point l. That is, part of the air which

has entered the tower is lost through other tower

openings coeffi-

cients) an Portion
entering t by the

structure, amount

of ambient air coolness the niglt before' When the

air flows over moist surfaces (for example, when

air is flowing from pojnt, 2 to 3 in Fig. 1) it is further

cooled eyaporatively; During the night' when air is

erated with the full utilization of thp technology

which was avaiiable centuries ago, have the follow-

ing dïsadvantages that can be o:r'ercome with the

present technologY:
1. Dust,, insects and sometimes small birds, can

entei the building.
2. A portion of thê,air admitted in the tolver is lost

through other tower openings and never enters

the building. When the tower has only one

opening facing the wind all the air entering the

tower.enter$ the house.

3. The añóunt of coolnçss which cao be stored in

the tower mass is generally limited (due to small

mäss and low specific heat ofthe energy-storing

material), and may not be enough to meet the

cooling needs of the building drlring a hot sum-

mer day. Or, the exposed surf¿ce area of the

energy storing material may not be sufficient to

allow a high rate of heat transfer.

4. Even in buiidings with basements, where the

air is made to flow over moist surfaces, the

ling Potential
hot, arid clim

:flïi:ïil:;
tiveness, and due to their relatively low initial

and operating cósts, electrically driven eyap-

orative or desert coolers have now become'
very popular in Iran, even in cities whiçh have

traditionally employed Baud-Geers.
5. Baud-Geers do not find any application in êreas

with very low wind sPeeds.

The major advantage of the Baud-Geers is tha,¡

they are passive systems, requiring no energy for
their operation. In those areas of the developing

countries where electricity is either unavailable'or

unreliable Baud-Geers can be relied upon more than

the evaporative coolers to provide ventilation and'

passive cgoling.
The purpo." of this investigation was to explore
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Baud-Geers. The design, as shown in fig' 2' con-

,ittt of three distinct improvements, Th.e.V a1e

äTïì;;; r,lá¿ *nittt accepts wind- blowing in
'-' 

"nvli.."tion, 
and prevents the air from leaving

the other tower oPenings'
(b) À; energy storing 'y'ttt 

or colum¡ with a sub-
'-' 

stantiat iå"t.ur" in tt e heat transfer area'

(c) Full utilization of the Potential of eva-poratrve
'-' 

cooling of air by wetting the wail a¡eas of the

column.
fn"r. .on".pts are further discussed in the follow-

ing sections.

x

SECTION X-X

FIRST
FLOOR

GROUND FLOOR

3 oR EASEMENT

Fig. l. Airflow pattern in a conventional wind tower'

T¿, :2'l .2"C, þ = 20% and V : 0'2 m/s;

or

Tn:28.2"C, ö=60% and V:1'5m/s'

Fie.2).^ ''enãtn., 
design of the tower head is to make it

,o ,*iu.ï inro thã wind, admitting air into the tower

*t.n *in¿ is blowing in any direction'

2.2 Design of thermal energy storage section of

2. THE PROPOSED DESIGN

The proposed design attempts to eliminat:.:i t'
rninl.ir" ihe disadvantages of the conventional
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Fig. 2. A cross-section of thc proposed design of the wind tower or Baud-Geer.

36 m2. Compared \¡/ith the conventional designs,
this is an increase of about five to ten times in the
heat transfer area and not much change in the total
mass of the thermal energy storing material. That
is, while the mass of the storage material is basically
the same as in the conventional Baud-Geers, the
proposed design provides a substantial increase in
the heat transfer area.

Another advantage of the proposed design with
small cooduit wall thickness is that the ternperature
gradient within the material normal to the wall sur-
face is very small. The response time to tempera-
ture changes is small, and the material can be

heated or cooled very rapidly. Furthermore, with
large heat transfer area the temperature difference
between the air and the walls of the conduits is also
small. Although the conduits with a desired spec-
ification may not be readily available in many coun-
tries, it is, however, believed that they can. be pro-
duced by brick factories without much difficulty or
excessive costS.

2.3 Evaporatíve coolíng of air by wetting of the
clay conduits

The unglazed clay conduits proposed for thermal
energy storage can be wetted uniformly by spraying
(or pouring) water over them at the top o[ the col-
umn. Water, uniformly sprayed over the conduits,
will not run off the walls quickly; rather, it will keep
the clay conduits uniformly moist as it flows down.
The excess water leaving the column is collected
in a sump located at the bottom of the tower. This
water may be reused or drained oif.

In addition to directing more air into the building
and storing and retrieving coolness more effec-
tively, the proposed design can utilize the potential
of evaporative cooling, and can deliver air to the
building at much lower temperatures. It has an ad-
ditional advantage of removing some o[ the fine
dust particles from the air, thus delivering cleaner
air to the space. Entrance of dust into the living
space in desert regions is a major problem, and de[-
initely one of the disadvantages of employing Baud-
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Geers for ventilation and passive cooling, as com-

pared with other cooling systems'

To remove some of the larger dust particles from

the air before entering the living space, the air ve-
ing the flow area.

first floor (in Fig.
the basement (bY

into the first floor

through floor registers connecting the two spaces'

With iow air velocity, most of the larger dust par-

ticles will be collected on the floor' In this design

the door number 5 may be eliminated and the evap-

oration column can be extended down to point 6
(instead of point 3, such as shown in Fig' 2)'

bY about f-1'C.
, the size of Baud-
o endure the ther-
sed when the am-

bient air temperatures exceed these values'

the air flow through the

difference between the

nd the door or window

through which the air leaves the building' This pres-

sure difference may be expréssed as

6,p" : (Cpr - Co) L PVt, (1)

where Cor and' Cp" are the wind pressure coeffi-

cients at the tower head and exit section of the

building (see Fig. 2), Vo the wind velocity and p is

the airãensity. For the direction of wind shown in

Fig. 2, Cor is always positive and Cp" is negative'

Thise coefficients are determined through experi-

mental studies of Baud-Geer models in wind tun-

neis[6,,7]. Values of, Cer = 0.85, Cp" = -0'17, or

LÇo:Cer-Co"=l (2)

3. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

In this section fluid flow, heat transfer, energy

variable heights of the energy-storing and evapo-

ration column. The analyses are given for a Baud-

Geer with I m2 (2 m x 0.5 m) cross sectional area

to supply evaporatively cooled ai¡ to a residential

or commercial sPace.

3.7 Selection of environmental and other design

conditíons
The following conditions are selected for our nu-

merical analYses:
(a) Air at atmospheric Pressure'

Oi eir at dry-bulb and the corresponding wet-bulb

temperatures of
(l) iao = 45oC, Tø : 22oC' corresPonding

with Öo : 12%

(2) i^: ="40oC, Tno : 20oC, corresponding

with 0o = l5Vo

(3) T¿u = 35'C, T*a : l8oC, corresponding

with 0o : 18%

(4) ?ou = 25"C, Tna = 15"C, corresponding
' with þo = 34% '

(c) Wind blowing in any direction at speeds of:

(l) Yo: 5m/s
(2) Vo = 10 m/s
(3) Yo = 15 m/s'

These conditions are selected primanly to rep-

resent the climate in the hot, arid areas of the world'

One may design a Baud-Geer to perform well

under these recommended design conditions ' 
or de-

may be
blowing
2, Cp¡ ?

cation o
wind adjacent

resPe C o" will
even some of
gning eiect the

best orientation for the house with respect to the

dominant wind direction: Or, one may even create

wind shadowing effects by adjacent structures

trees, etc. so that Co" is always negative[6, 7]"
The total pressure drop through the tower is

Ap, : APr * APr, * LPzt t àPto t LPo"

* LPu, * ùPra * APs' ¡ ùPt' (3

where we have considered the longest path for the

airflow and the subscripts refer to the points shown

in fig. 2- Assuming a constant density for the air

as it llows through the tower, the continuity equa-

tion becomes

YtAt : VzAz : V4A4 : VsAs * VeAe (1

and

V5A5 : V,A, = V"A", (-'

where A refers to the area and subscript r refers to

the room. To simplify our analysis we assume that

At=A¿=Ae:Az
As: Aa = A":ZAt
A, : 15 At'
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Tabte l. Design conditions for severar cities for estimarion of cooling road[5]

*The daily range is the difference between the nean daily naximum and. the
mean daily minimum tenperatures in the narnest Eonth.

t23

or

Then, neglecting the pressure drops in the passages
where the air velocities are small, or taking

APto: Lpoø: Lpr, = Aps"=Q,

eqn (3) becomes
I

Ap,: Apt * Ap,, I Lpr, * Apre + A,p" (6)

Lp, = C,l pVl + tprr, (7)

where C, is a loss coefficients[5], accounting for the
pressure losses through all the sections (except for
2-3) shown in Fig. 2. For the design considered in
this study, C, was calculated to be about 4. We
assume a value of.C, = 5 to account for additional
or miscellaneous pressure losses. Then, we have

Lp,:Lpvl+ap4. (8)

For any wind velocity V¡, a flow is maintained
in the tower and the building so thal

Ãp" : Ãp,.

Or, combining with eqns (1), (2) and (8) we have

ipV'o=ZpVl + A,prr. (10)

Equation (10) was soived by iteration for V6 :
5, l0 and 15 m/s, and for the heights of the column
corresponding with f/ = 2, 4,6, 8, and 10 m. The
pressure drop through the column, or A,p27, was de-
termined by using the friction chart provided for
galvanized steel and a correction factor recom-
mended for the rough column surfaces. An absolute
surface roughness factor ofe : 3 mm (as compared
with e : 0.15 mm for galvanized steel) was chosen.
This value is recommended for rough concrete
ducts[5]. Figure 3 shows the velocity v¡ (at the en_
trance to the tower) and V2 (in the.energy storage
or evaporation column) for different wind speeds
and for different heights of the column. The anãlysis
presented here can be repeated for the surfaces with
roughness factors other than e : 3 mm. Then,
curves such as shown in Fig. 3 may be obtained for
any material employed as the evaporation column.

3.3 Heat transfer and energy storage analysis
The average convection heat transfer coefficient

for air flowing through a smooth duct or pipe may(e)
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Fig. 3. Air velocities Vl and V2 as functions of the column height and \4'ind velocity

be obtained fromlS, 8]

h" = 0.023 (k,/d") (Re)0'8 (Pr)o'., (ll)

where ko and Pr are the thermal conductivity and

Prandtl number of the air, d" the equivalent diam-
eter of the conduit and Re is the Reynolds number.
For rough surfaces one may use the following re'
lation[9-11]:

h (l\^ l'z)å-=\n/ I \

where n is a ccinstant which depends on the nature
of the surface roughness, and / and f" are the fric-
tion factors for the rough and smooth ducts' For
sand-grain roughness n : 0.68 may be used. Se-

lecting n : 0.68 to represent the roughness of the

baked unglazed clay conduits considered in this
analysis, and combining eqns (11) and (12)' we ob-

tain

h : 0.023 (k"ld.) (Re)0'8 (Pr)o'a (f/f")o'ut. (13)

It was shown in section 2.2 That for a wind velocity
of y0 : 5 m/s and a column height of 5 m the av-
erage air velocity in the conduits with d, : 10 cm

is about Vz : 2 m/s (see Fig. 3)' For an air tem-
perature of 40"C, where ko :0'0272 ril/mC, Pr:
0.7, we obtain Re : 11800, f lf , = 2, aod h : 15.72

Wim2C-
Conduction of heat through the conduit walls is

of transient nature in that in a daily cycle heat flows
into the material during the day and out of it during
the night. To determine the nature of heat flow in

the conduit walls, we examine the Biot moduius,
Bi : htl2k", where t is the wall thickness and k"

is the thermal conductivity of the wall. For ¡ : 1

cm, k. : 0.671 WmC (the value recommended for
masonry bricks), and /r : 15j2WlÍfC, we have

Bi : 0.117. V/ith such a low Bi the tempera[ure
gradient in the wall in the direction normal to the

wall surface is very small and can be neglectedl8].
To study the storage of thermal energy in the

conduit walls, we divide the column into n small

sections and assume that the wall temperatures in
each ofthese sections and at any given time is con-

stant. For a section i and at time element j we have

Q,.¡ = (m¿coo)¡(T¡,¡ - T¡*ti), (14)

Q,¡: ha[T¡.¡+ T¡+u)12- Ti,ì, (15)

Q,i,¡ : p"c"al<ri.,*t - Ti.i)lo, (16)

where þr; is the rate of heat transfer to the wall,
riro the mass flow rate aod coo the constant pressure

specific heat of air, 7 the air temperature, T' the

wall temperalure, d the heat transfer surface area

of the section, p. and c" the density and specific
heat of the wall material, I the wall thickness and

0 is a small timê step. Subscripts i and j refer to
location and time, respectively.

For a selected column height and for a given

wind velocity and ambient air temperature, the ve-

locities of air flowing through the tower and through

the column, the mass flow rate and the heat transfer

coeffrcient were determined. Equations (14) to (16)

were then solved simultaneously to determine the

air temperature (as it passes through the conduits

il

li

l¡
rì

I
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transfer area are large. For a height of 5 m lor the
column, and with a daily range of about 15"C, the
maximum amount of coolness which rnay be stored
is about 19,200 kJ. Assuming an average airflow
rate of 1.5 msis for about 8 h of Baud-Geer usage
during the day, the air can be cooled as an average
by about 0.4"C. Such a small temperature drop is
not significant to provide thermal comfort in the
building. This points to the fact that with a very
small thermal capacitance of the energy storage ma-
terial employed in this design, the stored coolness
can rnake a very small contribution to the mainre-
nance of thermal comfort in the building during the
hot summer days. In such a case the role of evap-
orative cooling becomes more important. This is
shown in the next section.

3,4 Mass transfer and evaporatíve cooling
analysis

We assume that the surface area of the clay con-
duits is uniformly moist. For the turbulent flow of
air in the conduits and for air and water vapor at
low mass flow rates, the Lewis relation gives[5]:

h^ = hlcoo, (11)

where /¿ and h^ are the heat and mass transfer coef-
frcients, and coo is the constant pressure specific
heat of air. The rate of water evaporated into the
air is given by

m, = h^A^(w' - w), (18)

where ,4,- is the mass transfer area, W' is the hu-
midity ratio of the air as if it were saturated at the
wall temperature and W is the humidity ratio at free
stream conditions. As air flows through the con-
duits, water evaporates into the air stream adi-
abatically, and the moisture content or humidity
ratio of the air increases. Dividing the height of the
column into small sections (as it was done in the
heat transfer analysis), and assuming a constant
moisture content within each section, we can de-
termine the moisture content at the next section
from

W¡*t : Wi + m,,lm", (19)

where i denotes the section number,
The dry-bulb temperature and humidity ratio of

air leaving the evaporative cooling column were de-
termined by assuming each section to be I m high,
and to be at a constant wall temperature equal to
the ambient air wet-bulb temperature. The fotlow-
ing conditions were considered for the analysis:
(a) H = 2,4,6,8 or l0 m,
(b) Yo = 5 and 15 m/s,
(c) Dry-bulb and the corresponding wet-bulb tem-

peratures: 45'C and 22"Ci 40'C and 20"C; 35"C
and l8'C; 25'C and l5'C,

(d) The evaporation effectiveness o[ the column:
60%.
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Fig, 4. Variation of air and wall temperatures in the non-
wetted column for a wind velocity of 5 m/s.

or the column) and the wall temperature at any lo-
cation and time. Figure 4 shows the results of the
calculations for .F1 : 5 m and Vo : 5 m/s. In these
calculations, Vz : 2 m/s and h = 15.72 W/m2 were
obtained, and it was assumed that the wall tem-
perature, initially, and for the first 2.5 min, is at
25'C, and the ambient air temperature is al 35'C.
This corresponds to an operation which assumes
the enti¡e column is cooled to 25"C the night before,
but the daytime operation of Baud-Geer starts only
at a time when the ambient air temperature and
wind velocity are 35'C and 5 m/s, respectively. The
calculations were also based on a time step of 0 :
2.5 min and dividing the column ioto five sections,
each I m high.

It is clear from Fig. 4 that, while at the beginning
of the air cooling process (or retrieval of the stored
coolness), the temperature difference between the
air and the wall is about 10"C, this difference drops
to about l'C after only about 20 min of operation,
and that the wall temperature increases very rap-
idly. This means that the coolness stored in the con-
duit wails is retrieved very quickly as air circulation
through the Baud-Geer is first permitted (by open-
ing of doors 5 or 8 in Fig. 2 and the doors or win-
dows in the building to allow airflow out of the
building). After this period, the wall temperature
follows the variation in air temperature very closely
and the changes of air temperature, as the air flows
through the tower, become very small. This phe-
nomenon may be explained as follows: For the de-
sign considered in this study the total amount of
coolness which can be stored in the clay conduit
walls is small, while the airflow rate and the heat
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The evaporation effectiveness ofl 60Vo was consid-
ered to account for the non-perfect wetting of the
conduit walls. It simply assumes that aboùt60Vo of
the conduit wall area is available for mass transfer.
No heat gain from the surroundings was considered
by the. evaporalion column.
. The following procedure was followed for the

analysis: Vy'e first selected a column height f1.
Then, for a given wind velocity and the ambient air
conditions, we determine Vz (from Fig. 3), ùu, h,,,
and then solved eqns (18) and (19), as was explained
before. The conditions (dry-bulb temperature and
humidity ratio) of air leaving the column of height
H were then determined. The process was repeated
for all other variables indicated before. Figure 5

shows the results of thçcomputations. The case of
ambient air condition of T¿b = 25'C and 1,,,¿ = l5"C
was considered to explore the evaporative cooling
potential of the column at night. Figure 5 shows that
even with a moderate height of 5 m, the air leaving
the evaporative cooling column at night is very
cold.. Air at such a low temperature can be used to
cool the building structure at night. This process is
of a great significance in the passive cooling of
buildings in the hot, arid regions.

Conditions of air (that is, the dry-bulb temper-
ature, relative humidity and velocity) leaving a col-
umn with a selected height f1 are given in Figs. 6

and 7 for wind velocities of 5 and 15 m/s. It can be

seen from Fig. 6 that when, for example, 11 = 5 m,
and when the ambient air is at To = 40"C (dry-bulb
temperature), þo = 15% and wind velocity is 7o =
5 m/s, the air leaving the column is at ?3 = 25"C,

ú = 65% and V3 : 1.5 m/s. When the wind ve-
locity changes to y0 = 15 n/s (with other conditions
remaining the same) we have (from Fig. 7) L :
26.5'C, ör : 56% and V¡ = 4.5 m/s. At night, as-
suming To = 25'C,þo:34% and I/s = 5 m/s, the
air leaving the Baud-Geer will be at T7 : ¡7.5"ç
(see Fig. 5), 0¡ :.78.5% and % = 1.5 m/s.

4. MAINTAINING THERMAL COMFORT IN THE BUILDING

Thermal comfort depends on several f,actors, the
most important of which are[5]
l. The metaboiic rate.
2. The insulating effect of clothing.
3. The air temperature,
4. The air relative humidty.
5. The air velocity with respect to the skin.
6. The mean radiant temperature of the surround-

ing surfaces.
While the f,rrst two parameters are generally deter-
mined by the occupants, it is the other four param-
eters which may be controlled to provide thermal
comfort.

Design of a Baud-Geer and the building to be

cooled by it should be considered together: This is
important from the point of view of providing a de-
sirable airflow through the building and also in stor-
ing the ambient air coolness within the buiiding
structure at night. With hieher air velocity in the
space and lower wall temperatures (which is a result
of the stored coolness in the structure), thermal
comfort can be maintained at higher air tempera-
tures and relative humidities.
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To find out if the design proposed here can in-
deed provide thermal comfort for a building, we
make the following assumptions:
(a) Sedentary level of physical activity, corre-

sponding with a metabolic rate of I Met.
(b) Light clothing, corresponding with an insulat-

ing effect of 0.5 clo.

(c) Mean radiant temperature equal to the air tem-
Perature.

(d) An air velocity in the space about 1/15 (ratio of
A3 to A, in Fig. 2) of the air velocity in Baud_
Geer.

With these assumptions we can now determine if
the air leaving a Baud-Geer and entering the space
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can maintain thermal comfort in the building. Using
thermal comfort charts[5], and referring to Figs. 6

and 7, we find (by trial and error) points A1, Bl and
C¡ oo curves A, .B and C so that the air leaving the
Baud-Geer and reaching the occupants at these
conditions can maintain thermal comfort. The
heights of the evaporative cooling column corre-
sponding with points á¡ , Bl or C ¡ represent the min-
imum values. Heights lower than these cannot de-
liver air to the space at suitable thermal conditions.
That is, for a given ambient air condition and wind
velocity the evaporative cooling column should
have a height at least equal to that represented by
line.4,¡ Bt Ct, (Use linear interpolation for condi-
tions which are within'the ranges considered in
Figs. 6 and 7.) Of course, the air supplied to the
space should be cooler so that when it reaches an
occupant (after having picked up some of the space
heat gains), it is still at a thermally comfortable
level.

To show how the height of the evaporation col-
umn and the size of the Baud-Geer may be deter-
mined to provide thermal. comfort in a building we
treat the foilowing example.

Example: It is desirable to provide thermal
comfort in a residential building employing the ven-
tilation and passive cooling design proposed here.
Tþe building, l0 x l0 x 3 m in dimensions, is Io-
cated in Tucson, Arizona, and has a peak cooling
demand of Q : 10 kW, with a sensible heat factor
of about 0.65. The air reaching the occupants may
be assumed to have been heated (through the build-
ing heat gains), as an average, by about 1/2 of the
cooling load, and that it has a velocity of about 0.1
m/s. Determine the dimensions of the Baud-Geer,
the height of its evaporative cooling column and the
condition of the air reaching ihe occupants. Assume
a wind velocity of yo : 5 m/s for Tucson.

Solution: First we have to determine the
amount of air which has to be delivered by the
Baud-Geer. V/ith the building dimensions and the
relative air velocity in the building specif,ied, we
select an air flow rate of about 3 m3/s to be supplied
by the Baud-Geer. We further assume that the
curve labelled B in Fig. 6 (for Taa = 40oC, 0o =
l5Vo, T*b : 20"C and Vo : 5 m/s) can represent
the design conditions for Tucson. Unknowns a¡e
the cross-sectional area (A¿) of the Baud-Geer and
the height // which can deliver the needed quantity
of air at desirable conditions. The point represent-
ing the condition of air leaving the tower has to be
to the right of .B¡ (see Fig. 6). By a trial and error
procedure, point.Ea is found which is al To = 25oç
and ö¿ = 65%. From the psychrometric chart[5] we
obtain enthalpy and density of this air to be about
å¿ : 58.0 kJ/kg C and pn : 1.156 kg/m3. The con-
dition of air reaching the occupants can be deter-
mined from

and the psychrometric chart, with a sensible heat
factor of 0.65. From eqn (20) we f,rnd h, = 59.44
kJ/kg C, and from the psychrometric chart we hnd
T, = 25.95"C and 0, = 64%, where the subscript
r refers to the condition of air in the room before
reaching the occupants. With T,, þ, a¡d V, : 0.1
m/s we note that the condition of thermal comfort
(under the assumptions stated earlier) is satis-
fied[S]. The height of the evaporative cooling col-
umn is (from Fig. 6) about 5 m; and the velocity of
air leaving the wind tower (from Figs. 3 or 6) is
about 1.5 m/s. This leads to a cross-sectional area
of 2 mz for the Baud-Geer. For a better air distri-
bution in the building, we select two wind towers,
each with a cross-sectional area of about I m?.

5. SYSTEM CONTROL

Baud-Geers may be designed to meet the peak
cooling demands (as in the above exarnple). For
partial loads one has the following options:
(a) Control the evaporative cooling by reducing the

wetted area of the conduit walls by controlling
the rate of water sprayed on the conduit walls.

(b) Control the airflow through the Baud-Geer.
The hrst option may be carried out by controlling
the amount of water which is sprayed on top of the
column, while the second one is accomplished by
partially closing the openings admitting air into
(from Baud-Geer), or out of the building. In winter,
or any time when no cooling is needed, the openings
between the Baud-Geer and the building have to be
completely shut.

6. CONCLUSIONS

As compared with conventional wind tówers and
for given climatological conditions, the proposed
design supplies air to the buiiding at higher flow
rates and with less dust. Furthermore, the air de-
livered to the building is cooled evaporatively to
lower temperatures. Without evaporative cooling,
the cooling effect of the tower (due to the storage
of night air coolness) is very small, The theoretical
analysis carried out in this study may be used as a
guideline for designing natural ventilation and pas-
sive cooling.systems in the hot, arid areas of the
world.
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